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Abstract 
Erd&, P. and F. Galvin, Monochromatic infinite paths, Discrete Mathematics 113 (1993) 
59-70. 
Suppose the edges of the complete graph on the natural numbers are colored with 2 colors. We 
show that (1) there is a monochromatic infinite path whose vertex set has upper density 22/3, 
and (2) there is a monochromatic infinite path such that, for infinitely many .T, the set 
(1,. . . , Ii} contains at least the first .21n vertices of the path. We also consider the analogous 
problems for colorings with 3 or more colors. 
1. Definitions and examples 
For the most part we follow the terminology and notation of [l]; however, a 
graph may be finite or infinite. K,,, is the complete graph on the set k/ = 
{1,2,3,. . . } of natural numbers. The upper density of a subgraph G of K,:, is 
lim sup IV(G) f~ (1, . . . , n}[/n, 
n+x 
the upper density of the vertex set V(G). By a path we mean either a finite path 
or a one-way-infinite path. Now suppose P = (x, ) x2, x3 5 . . . ) is an infinite path in 
K,,; i.e., V(P) consists of the distinct natural numbers xi (i EN), and E(P) = 
{{Xi, Xi+,}: i E N}. The strong upper density of P is 
lim supf(n)/n where f(n) = sup{m: {x,, . . . , x,,} c \‘l, . . . , n}}; 
n--r 
equivalently, it is 
lim sup 
n,-+ =
m/max{x,, . . . , X”lb 
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Clearly, the strong upper density of P is less than or equal to the upper density; 
for an increasing path the two are equal, but the paths considered here are 
generally not increasing. If P = (xi, x1, . . . , x,~) is a finite path in K ,,,, the upper 
density and strong upper density of P are 0; the ratio rz/max{x,, . . . , x,,} will be 
called the local density of P. 
Suppose the edges of Kc,, are colored with finitely many colors. By Ramsey’s 
theorem [S, Theorem A] there is a monochromatic infinite complete subgraph, 
and so of course there are monochromatic infinite paths in K,,,. It is easy to see 
that, even with only 2 colors, the coloring can be chosen so that any 
monochromatic increasing path must have density 0; indeed, the vertices of such a 
path can be forced to grow arbitrarily fast [2, Theorem 3.11. On the other hand, if 
the path does not have to be increasing, there will always be a monochromatic 
path with positive upper density. (Nothing can be said about the lower density, 
which may still be 0; see Theorem 1.1.) The easiest way to see this is by observing 
that, if the edges of Kc,, are colored with IZ colors, then vertices can be covered 
with n monochromatic paths, one of each color (Theorem 2.1); it follows that one 
of these monochromatic paths must have upper density 3 1 !rz (Corollary 2=2). 
This result is probably not best possible (certainly net for rz = 2), but it is off by at 
most a factor of 2: the edges of K(” can be colored with n colors so that every 
monochromatic path has upper density S2/n (Corollary 1.3). Even if II is large 
and, instead of a monochromatic path, we merely want an (t2 - 1)-colored path 
(Le., a path having edges of at most n - 1 different colors), we still cannot get a 
path with upper density 1 (Theorem 1.5). For n = 2, the gap between our positive 
and negative results can be narrowed somewhat: there is always a monochromatic 
path with upper density ~2/3 (Theorem 3.5), and there is a coloring for which 
every monochromatic path has upper density ~8/9 (Corollary 1.6). 
Monochromatic paths with positive strong upper density need not exist if more 
than 2 colors are used (Theorem 1.7). If the edges of K,,, are colored with 2 
colors, then there is a monochromatic infinite path with strong upper density 
al/(3 + fi) (Theorem 4.3). (A weaker version of this result, with l/24 instead 
or l/(3 + \6), was stated without proof in our earlier paper [2].) On the other 
hand, the edges of K,,, can be colored with 2 colors so that every monochromatic 
infinite path has strong upper density ~2/3 (Corollary 1.9). 
Tkorem 1.1. The edges of K,,, can be partitioned into disjoint sets Ei (i E N) so 
that for an;l subgraph G of K,,, having bounded degree and no isolated vertices, if 
E(G) n E, = 0 for some i, then V(G) has lower density 0. 
Proof. Choose positive integers a,, a?, aj. . . . so that 
lim (a,+.*. +4,-,)/a” = 0. 
?l-= 
Partition fV into intervals A, <AZ < - - - with IA,,] = a,,; also, partition N 
hl 
into disjoint infinite sets N, (i E IGI). For each i E k4, define 
Ei=,#vN {{x,y}:x~A,,,y~~,~<y}. 
Let G be a sub’graph of K,,, having maximum degree A and no isolated vertices. 
If E(G) n Ej =0, then IV(G) nA,,I s A(u, + - - - +u,,_,) for every n E ids; it 
follows that V(G) has lower density 0. 0 
Theorem 1.2. Let n be a positive integer. The edges of K,,, can be colored with n 
colors so that every m-colored path (m = 0, I, . . . , II) has upper density c2mln. 
Proof. Partition tW into disjoint sets A,, . . . , A,,, each having density l/n, and let 
E; = ({x, y} E E(K,,,): min{x, y } E Ai}. 
Then {E;, . . . , E,,} is a partition (i.e.. a coloring) of E(K,,,). Now let P = 
(Xl, X2, s a m 9 Xi, a s a ) be any m-colored infinite path in K,,,; say E(P) c 
U {E;: i E M} where M c { 1,. . . , rz}, IMI=m. Let A=U{A,:iEM}. For each 
jet%, if xi$A, then xi>xi+, EA. Hence, for every k E FU, ]V(P)n (1,. . . , k)J 
r2IAn{l,. . . , k} I. Since A has density m/n, it follows that P has upper 
density s2m/n. Cl 
Corollary 1.3. Let n be a positive integer. The edges of K,,, can be colored with n 
colors so that every monochromatic path has upper density <2/n. 
Lemma 1.4. Let a,, b, , . . . , a,,,, b ,,,, . . . be an infinite sequence of positive (with 
the possible exception a, = 0) integers such that a,,, s b,,, for each m. Partition F+J 
into intervals A, <B, <AZ< B,< - - - , I&l = a,,, , I &,,I = L Let A = 
tJ (A,,,: m E fQ>, and let G be the graph with V(G) = IW and E(G) = {{x, y> E 
E(K,,,): min(x, y > E A >. Then the maximum upper density of a path in G is (Y, 
where 
a = lim sup 
2(a, -I-a;!+ - - - +a,,,) 
I~I-rr (a,+b,+-. . + a,,,+ + b,,A + 2a,,, m 
Proof. First, note that the path a, + 1, 1, a, + 2, 2, . . . , 2a,, a,, a, + 6, + a,+ 1, 
a, + b, + 1,. . . , a,+b,+2a,,a,+b,+az,a,+b,+a2+b2+a3+l,... has upper 
density 1~. 
Now let P be any infinite path in G; we have to show that P has upper density 
dcy. Let s,,, = a, + 6, + - - - + a,,, + b,,,. For any positive integer k, determine m so 
that s,,,_, < k d s ,,,, and define 
f(k) = 2(a, + - - - + a,,,_,) + mk(2a ,,,, k -s,,,_,}. 
It is easy to see that IV(P) n { 1, . . . , k}l d f (k), whence P has upper density 
slim sup+,f(k)/k. S ince the maximum value of f(k)/k on the interval 
s,,, _ , < k d s,,, is attained when k = s,,,_, + 2a ,,,, it follows that 
lims;p f (k)lk = lim sup f &-, + 2a,,,)l(s,,,-, + 2a,,,) = a. q 
r?l--rr 
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Theorem 1.5. Let n be a positive integer. The edges of K,, can be colored with n 
coiors so that every (n - I)-colored path has upper density s 1 - (2” - l)-“. 
Proof. Partition N into intervals V, < Vz =C - - - with IFI = 2’-‘. For each k E 
{iv..., n}, define 
Wk = V;- U Vk+n U Vk+z,I U - l - and Ek = {{x, y} E E(K,,): min{x, y} E Wk}. 
Now consider a fixed k E { 1, . . . , n}, and let Gk be the graph on N consisting 
of all edges not of color k, i.e., E((3;) = E(K,,)\&. We can use Lemma 1.4 to 
determine akr the maximum upper density of a path in Gk. Setting 
& = V~+~,~~-l~n, b ,, = 2k+(“‘-‘,“-1, 
a, = 2”-’ - 1, and a,, = (2”-* - l)2kt(‘18-2)pt for m 3 2, 
an eiementary calculation shows that Q = 1 - (2” - l)-‘. Cl 
Corollary 1.6. The edges of K,,, can be colored 
monochromatic path has upper density ~819. 
with 2 colors so that every 
Theorem 1.7. The edges of K,,, can be colored 
monochromatic path has strong upper density 0. 
with 3 colors so that every 
Proof. Choose positive integers a, < az < - - . so that lim,,, ak/ak+ , = 0. For 
x E N, define f(x) = min{k: x d ak )_ For x, y E IQ, x <y, color the edge {x, y} red 
if f( y) -f(x) 2 2: otherwise, color {x, y } blue if f(x) is odd, green if f(.x) is even. 
Clearly, an infinite monochromatic path can only be red. Let xl, x7, x3, . . . be 
any infinite red path. Note that, if max{x,, . . . , x,,} =y, f(y) = k + 2, then 
y>ak+, and n d2ak + 1, i.e., n/max{x,, . . . ,x,,} <(2ax, + l)/ak+,. It follows 
that 
lim ri/max{x,, . . . , x,,} = 0. cl 
n--t-= 
Theorem 1.8. Let n be a positive integer. The edges of K(,, can be colored with n 
collars so that every (n - 1 )-colored path has strong upper density d 1 - (2” - I)-‘. 
Proof. Partition N into disjoint sets A,, . . . , A,,, where Ai has density q = 
29(2” - 1). Define the coloring ,‘-: E(K,,,)--, { 1, . . . , n} by setting f ((x, y}) = 
min{i: x E A, or y E A,}. Note that, if P is a finite path with no edges of color i, 
andifV(P)c{l,...,k}, then 
IV(f)flA:I~((A,U.--UA,_,)~{l....,k}(+l. 
It follows that an infinite path with no edges of color i has strong upper density 
q1- a;) + (cy, + - . * + a&,)= 1-(,,- 1)-l. 0 
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Corollary 1.9. The edges of K,,, can be colored with 2 colors so that every 
monochromatic path has strong upper density ~2 13. 
2. Vertex coverings 
In our earlier paper [2] we stated without proof that, for any coloring of E(K,,,) 
with u colors, there is a monochromatic path with upper density al/n. That 
remark was based on the following observation about covering the vertices with 
monochromatic paths. (A monochromatic path may consist of a single vertex.) 
Theorem 2.1. Let n be a positive integer, and suppose the edges of K,,, are colored 
with the n colors 1, 2, . . . , n. Then the vertices of K,, can be covered with 
vertex-disjoint paths R, , R2, . . . , R,, such that each Ri is monochromatic of color 
Corollary 2.2. Let n be a positive integer. If the edges of K,, are colored with n 
colors, then there is a monochromatic path with upper density 21/n. 
In order to get the analogous result for m-colored paths, we will prove the 
following generalized version of Theorem 2.1, which reduces to Theorem 2.1 
when m = 1. (Another generalization of Theorem 2.1, for a graph which is 
directed and only ‘approximately complete’, has l-een given by Rado [7]; finite 
versions of Theorem 2.1 have been considered by Gyarfas [5].) 
Theorem 2.3. Let m and n be integers, 1 d m G n. Suppose E,, . . . , E, c E(K,,) 
are such that each edge of K,, belongs to at least m of the E,‘s. Then there are paths 
R,,..., R,, in K(,, such that E(Ri) c Ei for each i E (1, . . . , n >, and each vertex of 
K,,, is on exactly m of the Ri’s. 
Proof. Define f : E(K,,)+ (1, . . . , n} SO that f ({x, y }) c_ {i: {x, y} E Ei} and 
If ({x9 YHI = m. Define I,, I,, . . . inductively so that, for each t E N, there are 
infinitely many y E IV such that f ({x, y}) = I, for all x d t. For each i E 
(1, - - -, n}, let Ai = {x E N: i E I,-}. Thus, if x E Ai and u EAi, then there are 
infinitely many y such that both {x, y ) and {u, y } belong to Ei. 
We define finite paths Ri,k, for i E { 1, . . . , rz} and k E N, by induction on k. 
First, choose a,, . . . , a,EkJsothataiEAiifAi#@, whileai${ai:j#i} ifAi=@. 
Let Ri.1 be the trivial path consisting of the single vertex ai. Next, let k E N, arid 
suppose R,,k, . . . , R,*,k have been defined SO that, if Ai # 0, then Ri,k is an ai - Ui 
path for some Ui E Ai. Let x be the least positive integer such that I{i: x E 
V(Ri,k)}l<m, and choose ~EI,\{~:xEV(R,,)}. Then XEA~ and UjEAj; hence 
we can choose Y SO that {x, y> E Ej, {uj, y} E Ej, and Y $ V(Rj,k). Let Rj,k+l be 
the path obtained by adding to Rj,k ihe vertices y and x and the edges {uj, y} and 
{y,x>; and let Ri.k+l = Ri,k for i fj. Finally, let Ri = U;Z=, Ri,k. It is easy to see 
that R,, . . . , R,, have the desired properties. Cl 
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ComUaq 2.4. Let m and n be integers, 1 d m d 11, and bet (Y, , . . . , cu,, be real 
numbers uch that cxyI + - - - f a,, = m. Suppose E 1, . . . , E,, E E( K,,) are such that 
each edge of K,, belongs to at least m of the Ei’s- Then at least one of the following 
statements holds : 
(1) foreach iE{l,..., n > , there is a path P such that E(P) 5 Ei, and P bus 
upper density a,; 
(2) for some iE (1,. . . , rz >, there is R path P such that E(P) c Eip and P bus 
upper density greater than Cui- 
Proof. Choose paths R,, . . . , R,, as in Theorem 2.3, and let pi be the upper 
density of Ri- Then @r i- - - - + /& 2 m = a, + - - - + a;,; hence, either pi = a; for 
every i, or else fii > Cui for some i. Cl 
The case nr = 1 of Corollary 2.4 is an asymmetrical version of Corollary 2.2: 
Corokry 2.5. Let n be a positive integer, and let aI, . . . , cu,, be real numbers 
such that oI + - - - + a;, = 1. If the edges of K,,, are colored with n colors 
1.2 9 - - - . n then either, for each i, there is a monochromatic path of color i with 
upper density ai, or else, for some i, there is a monochromatic path of color i with 
upper density >ai- 
Corollary 2.6. Let m and n be integers, 1 d m G II. If the edges of K,,, are colored 
with n colors, then there is an m-colored path with upper density >m/n. 
Proof. Let a coloring f: E(K,,,)* { 1, . . . , r;z> be given. For each i E { 1, . . . , n}, 
let si=m/n and let Ei=l_J’L, {{~,y):f({~,y))=i+j(modrz)}. By Corollary 
2.4 there is a path P, with upper density am/n, such that E(P) c E; for some 
i. Cl 
The results of the next section will show that, at least in the cases where 
n/2 d m <n, Corollary 2.6 does not give the best possible result (Theorems 3.5 
and 3.9). Limitations on possible improvements of Corollary 2.6 are given by 
Theorem 1.2 (if 1 d m < n/2) and Theorem 1.5 (if r1/2 d m < n). 
3. Monochromatic path-forests 
The aim of this section is to improve on the results given by Corollary 2.6 for 
n/2 s m < n; in particular, it will be shown that, if the edges of K,,, are colored 
with 2 colors, then there is a monochromatic path with upper density 22/3. To 
this end, we need to consider a rather special problem in Ramsey theory for finite 
graphs. 
A finite graph is a path-forest if each of its components is a path. The external 
vertices of a path-forest are the endpoints of its component paths, i.e., the 
vertices of degree 0 or 1. Let G be a (finite or infinite) complete graph: by a 
monochromatic path-forest (abbreviated MPF) for a given coloring of the 
elements (edges and vertices) of G, we mean a finite subgraph H of G such that 
H is a path-forest, and all edges and external vertices of H have the same color. 
Given a positive integer n, let cp(n) be the greatest integer m for which the 
following statement is true: if G is a complete graph of order n then, for any 
coloring of the elements of G with 2 colors, there is a monochromatic path-forest 
in G of order sm. 
Lemma 3.1. q(n) G q(n + 1) s q(n) + 1. 
Proof. The first inequality is obvious; we prove the second. Let G be a complete 
graph of order n + 1. Choose x0 E V(G), and color the elements of G -x0 with 2 
colors so that every MPF in G -x0 has order <q(n). Extend the coloring to G by 
giving {x, x0} the same color as x for each x E V(G -x0); it does not matter 
which color we give to x0. Now, if H is an MPF in G, and if X()E V(H), then 
H -x0 is an MPF in G -x0; hence IV(H)1 c q(n) + 1. Cl 
Lemma 3.2. q(3n + 2) c 2n + 1 _for every inieger n 3 0. 
Proof. Consider a complete graph of order 3n + 2. Color 2n + 1 of the vertices 
red, and color the remaining n + 1 vertices blue; color an edge red if both 
endpoints are red, and blue otherwise. Then a red MPF has no blue vertices, 
while a blue MPF has at most n red vertices. 0 
Lemma 3.3. q(3n + 1) a 2n + 1 for every integer n 2 2. 
Proof. Let the elements of a complete graph of order 3n + 1 be colored with 2 
colors, blue and red, and assume for a contradiction that there is no MPF of 
order 2n + 1. Then there must be at least n + 1 vertices of each color; we may 
assume that there are n + 6 blue vertices and n + r red vertices, where 1 G 6 s n, 
lsr<n,andb+r=n+l. 
Let E be the set of all edges joining a blue vertex to a red fine, and let E, be 
the set of all blue edges and E2 the set of all red edges in E; thus 
IE,! + l&l = IfZI = (n + b)(n + r). For a blue vertex v define rd(v), the red degree 
of v, to be the number of edges in E2 that are incident with v, i.e., the number of 
red edges joining v to red vertices. 
it is easy to see that, if vl, . . . , vk are distinct blue vertices with rd(vi) > i for 
each i, then there is a red MPF of order n + r + ic. By assumption, there is no 
MPF of order 2n + 1 = n + r + 6; hence there do not exist 6 distinct blue vertices 
Vl,..., vl, such that rd(vi) > i for each i. This meairs that, for some x E 
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{I,... , b}, there are sb -x blue vertices with red degree>x. Since any blue 
vertex has red degree ~rz + T, it follows that 
l&l s (b - x)(n + r) + (n +x)x = xz: - rx + b(n + r). 
Let us define 
R(x)=x”- rx + b(n + r) 
R = max{R(x): 1 <x d b) = max{R(l), R(b)}; 
then lEzl d R. An analogous argument shows that lE,l d B = max{B(l), B(r)} 
where B(x) = xz - bx + r(n + b). It follows that 
(n + b)(n + r) = IElI+ lEzl G B + R. 
We will get a contradiction by showing that (n + b)(n + r) > B + R. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that b =S r. Now, if b = r, then n = 2r - 1, 
R = B = B(r) = r(3r - l), and so 
(n + b)(n + r) - B - R = (3r - l)(r - 1) > 0; 
on the other hand, if b < r, then 
B = B(r) = r(n + r), R = R(1) = 1 -r + b(n + r), 
(n+b)(n+r)-B-R=n*-r*+r-lar-l>O. Cl 
Lemma 3.4. q(n) = [(2n + 1)/3] for rz f4. 
Proof. For k 3 2, it follows from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 that (p(3k + 1) = 
gl(3.k + 2) = 2k + 1; also, since q(3k + 2) = 2k + 1 and (p(3k + 4) = 2k + 3, it 
folIows by Lemma 3.1 that (p(3k + 3) = 2k + 2. Thus q(n) = L(2n + 1)/3] for all 
n 27. Now, it is easy to see that cp( 1) = ~(2) = 1 and ~(3) = ~(4) = 2. Since 
~(4) = 2 and ~(7) = 5, it follows by Lemma 3.1 that q(5) = 3 and ~$6) = 4. q 
Theorem 3.5. If the edges of K,,, are colored with 2 colors, then there is a 
monochromatic path with upper density 2213. 
Proof. Let a coloring of the edges of K,,, with 2 colors, blue and red, be given. 
Color the vertices blue and red so that every blue (red) vertex is incident with 
infinitely many blue (red) edges. Choose positive integers al < a2 < - - - so that 
lim,,, a,/(a, + - - - + a,) = 1, and partition N into intervals A, <AZ < - - - with 
IAA = 0,. For each n E IW, let H, be an MPF with V(Hn) c_ A,, and IV(H,,)( 2 
~(a,,). Without loss of generality, we assume that there is an infinite sequence 
n,<n,<.- - such that each H,, is a red MPF. We consider 2 cases: 
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Case 1: There exist a finite set F c N and red vertices x0, yi, E N\ F such that 
there is no red path in K,, - F conzrecting xg to yO. 
Partition N\ F into disjoint sets X and Y, where x E X if and only if there is a 
red path in K,,, - F connecting x0 to x. Then X and Y are infinite sets, since both 
x0 and y. are incident with infinitely many red edges. Since all edges between X 
and Y are blue, there is a blue path P with V(P) =X U Y = N\F; i.e., there is a 
monochromatic path with upper density 1. 
Case 2: For every finite set F c N, any 2 vertices not in F can be connected by a 
red path which is disjoint from F. 
Then one can easily construct a red path P which contains infinitely many of 
the H,,,‘s as subgraphs. By Lemma 3.4, we have 
lim cp(n)ln = 213; 
t1+= 
hence 
lim q(a,,)/(a, + - - - + a,,) = 2/3 
n+x 
and P has upper density b2/3. 0 
An m-colored path-forest, for a given coloring of the elements of a complete 
graph G, is a finite subgraph of G which is a path-forest and has edges and 
external vertices of at most m different colors. For positive integers m s n and r, 
let q,,.,,,,: ) be the greatest integer s for which the following statement is true: if G 
is a complete graph of order r, and if the elements of G are colored with n colors, 
then there is an m-colored path-forest in G of order 3s. In particular, then, 
qz.,(r) = q(r). We also define ~,,,o(r) = 0. 
Lemma 3.6. qn,,Jr) 3 rmln. 
Proof. Use a path-forest consisting of isolated vertices. 0 
Lemma 3.7. Let n, d, and r be positive integers, 2d 6 n ; then 
~p,l,n-k9 2 (qk+&) + 2r - 2)/3. 
Proof. Note first that, by Lemma 3.4, we have q(m) z L2m/3] >2(m - 1)/3 for 
every positive integer m. 
Let G be a complete graph of order r, and let a coloring f : V(G) U E(G)-, 
(1, * - - , n} be given. Choose an (n - 2d)-colored path-forest H with IV(H)1 = 
s 3 q,l,n_Zd(r); we may assume that s < r, so that G’ = G - V(H) is a complete 
graph of order r -s. (If 2d = n, then H is the ‘pointless graph’, s = 0, and 
G’ = G.) Suppose the edges and external vertices of H are colored with the colors 
1,2,...,n - 2d. Define a coloring f’ : V(G’) U E(G’)* { 1, 2) so that f’(x) = 1 
if 1 d f (x) d n .- d, and f’(x) = 2 if n - d <f(x) < n. Let H’ be a path-forest in 
- -- . . . 
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G’ which is monochromatic for the coloring f’ and has order IV(H’)] 2 
Q?(r -s)“2(r-s - 1)/3. Then ,4 U H’ is an (11 - d)-colored path-forest for f, 
and 
JV(H U H’)I 2 (s + 2r - 2)/3 2 (~p,~.,,_ &r) + 2r - 2)/3. Cl 
Lemma 3.8. Let m, rz, and k be positive htcye v such that 1 - 2-” d mitt < 1, arzd 
let r be any positive irtteger; then q,,.,,,(r) 3 [OF r mh-e cv = 1 - (I - tn/tz)(2/3)k. 
Proof. Note that ~rz < cz and (n - m)2” d rz. For i = 0, 1, . . . , k, let 
d$ =(II -P#-‘, s, = ~)ll.~4,(r~~ and tl=r-s,. 
E!y Lemma 3.6 we have s,, 3 r(t2 - d,,)/n, i.e., t,)s rd,,jn = r( 1 - &)3’. By 
Lemma 3.7. for i= 1, _. . . I- we have s,a(s,_, +2r-2)/3, i.e., t,S(t,_,+2)/3. 
It follows that 
t, d t,,/3k + 2,3 -I- 3,‘9 + - - - +2/3”<t,,/3’+1Gr(l-a)+1, 
i-e. y 47,Ar) =s,:>Cyr --I. 0 
Theorem 3.9. Let m cuzd tz be positive integers atld let k be a nonnegative integer 
such that 1 - 2” s m/n < 1. If the edges of K,,, are colored with tl colors, then 
there is L.YP m-colored path with upper density 2 1 - ( 1 - m ftz)(2/3)‘. 
PrcG. of k = 0, this is just Corollary 2.6. If k > 0, imitate the proof of Theorem 
3.5. sljing Lemma 3.8 instead of Lemma 3.4. Cl 
4. Strong upper density 
In this section we show that, for any coloring of E(K,,,) with 2 colors, there is a 
monochromatic path with positive strong upper density. We use 2 well-known 
results from Ramsey theory for finite graphs: Lemma 4.1 is due independently 
to Rosta [9] and to Faudree and Schelp [3]; Lemma 4.2 is due independently to 
GyMas and Lehel [6] and to Faudree and Schelp [4]. 
Lemma 4.1. For tl 2 2, if the edges of the complete graph 
cc:lors, then there is a motlochromutic cycle of length 2n. 
K3,, are colored with 2 
Lemma 4.2. For 112 1, if the edges o_f the complete bipartite gruph K(2tz - I, 
2ti - 1) are colored with 2 colors, theta there is a motlochromatic path of order 
2n. 
Theorem 4.3. If the edges of K,,, are colored with 2 colors, theta there is u 
monochromatic path with strong upper density 2 I f (3 + fi). 
Proof. Let a coloring of the edges of K,,, with 2 colors, blue and red, be given. If 
G is a monochromatic nonempty subgraph of K,,,, let c(G) denote the common 
color of all edges of G. 
Choose integers 2<al~al~~-- so that lim,,_.,a,,+,/(a,+~~~+a,,)=fi. 
Detine 
a;, = (a,, + 1 )I 3s,, 
P,, = (2a,, - 1)/(3s,, + a,,+, + 2a,,). Y,, = mink, a;,+,, /A,>; 
lim a;, = lim p,, = lim y,, = l/(3 + G). 
,1--r= fl’r t1-x 
Partition IV into intervals A, < A3 < - - - with IA,,1 = 3a,,. By Lemma 4.1, for 
each u we can choose a monochromatic cycle 6, of length 2a,, with V(F;,) c A,,. 
For each II> 1, we let W,, be the set consisting of the 2a,,_, smallest elements of 
V(F;,); thus max W,, 6 3s,,-, + a,, + 2a,,_ ,. For each fr, V(&) and W,,, , are disjoint 
sets of cardinality 2a,,; hence, by Lemma 4.2, we can choose a monochromatic 
path G,, of order 2a,, whose vertices alternate between V(F],) and W,,+,. ict 
M = {n E iV: c(e,) #c(G,,) or c(F,,+,) # c(G,,)}. We consider 2 cases: 
Case 1: M is finite. 
Choose no E fV so that c(F],) = c(G,,) = c(F,,+,) for all IZ 2 Q,. For each tz 2 H(, 
choose an edge e,, = {x,,, y,,} E E(G,,) with x,, E V(F;,), y,, E V(F,,+,), and x,, #_v,,_: 
if rz > H,,. For each IZ > IZ,, let H,, be a y;;_i - x,, path in 6, of length >a,,. Putting 
together the ii,,‘s and e,,‘s we get a monochromatic infinite path with strong upper 
density 2 l/3. 
Case 2: M is injhite. 
For each n E M, choose k(n) E {n, n + l} so that c(&.~,,~) #c(G,,). The path G,, 
has one endpoint in F;, and one in F,,, , ; deleting from G,, the endpoint not in 
6(n), we get a path G:, of order 2a,, - 1 which has both of its endpoints, call them 
x,, and y,, , in Fk(,,)- Let H,, be an x,, -y,, path in Fkc,,) of length 3ak(,,). 
Now, for each rz E IV, we have monochromatic x,, - y,, paths G,‘, and H,,, with 
c(G,‘J f c(K) and V(C) U V(K) c A,, UA,+I- 
By Ramsey’s theorem, there is an infinite sequence 12, < 12~ < - - - in M such that 
izi-k I - 12i > 1 and the edges e, = {y,,,, x,,,, ,} all have the same color, say red. For 
each i E kd, there is a red path Ji E {G,‘,, H,,,}. Thus there is an infinite red path P 
with 
E(P) = E(J,) IJ {e,} U E(J,) U {a,? U - - - . 
Note that H,, has local density >LY~(,,), and G:, has local density s/3,,; hence J, 
has local density >1)11,,. Since iim,,,, y,, = l/(3 + fi), it is easy to see that P has 
strong upper density ~1/(3 + a). 0 
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